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CITY EXPRESS 
 

USES  

Cleaning machines expressed  

 

BENEFITS  

Its special formula, new generation, He responds to increased demand for the absence of related toxicity request 

excellent performance. CITY EXPRESS with its characteristics of good wettability, excellent solubilization capacity, to 

good effect dispersing, ready biodegradability, plays a synergistic action while maintaining satisfied the increasing 

demand for a reduction in working times CITY EXPRESS is a particular compound of agents insightful, bathers and 

detergents biodegradable created specially for quickly remove deposits from machines expressed coffee CITY 

EXPRESS Leaves no residue or odor unpleasant, it does not foam and does not need many rinses, unlike of other non- It 

must rub with wool steel for But clean arms above not from unpleasant taste to coffee after have rinsed (In difference of 

other soda based products that require to produce 7-8 coffee before serving the first).  

 

Greatly reduces the time required to maintenance. It does not ruin the chrome of the arms.  

CITY EXPRESS works well in a wide temperature range.  

CITY EXPRESS enters in synergy with the action by the pressure of the machine, attacks the bond creating oils of 

coffee on equipment and It breaks up the dirt from surfaces.  

This action has the advantage of dispersing in mass of the washing water protections tracks pollutants that can drift king 

by the continuous workings, and to a subsequent rinse the equipment will present themselves devoid of traces.  

 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE  

CITY EXPRESS must be dosed inside the filter blind, after having grafted arm, bring in pressure the machine, wait with 

the machine in pressure one minute, unplug pressure and slide Water from the group. In a basin with hot water to 

prepare a 10% solution soak your arms wait 5 minutes and rinse 


